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Library hosted the 8th edition
of the augustana human library. The augustana human
library is held near the beginning of each term. Staff, students, faculty, and members
of the Camrose community
are always invited and welcome to participate.
Human libraries began
twelve years ago in Denmark
by a group called Stop the Violence, which was formed in
response to a violent attack on
a young gay man. During a
human library, individuals who
are willing to share their stories with others, called
“human books”, are available
to be “checked out” for a conversation with interested individuals who are called
“readers”. By sharing their
significant life experiences
with others, human books give
readers the opportunity to see
things from another’s perspective, which can help to break
the stereotypes and erase the
prejudice that exists against
them in society.
Participation in the augustana human library has
generated positive feedback
from both readers and human
books. Several readers
checked out more than one
book during the event, and
many offered positive comments on the process. One
reader who checked out I Was
a Hungry Billionaire stated
that the experience of reading
this human book “provided a
new perspective on events
that happened in history”.
Another reader stated that the
human book Hopeful NonBeliever “was great, very informative – shared his own experience and research – very
cool!”
Many of the human
books cite a number of personal benefits from participating in the event. “Telling a
story that is tough to tell is

good for the soul,” said Romonda Kuntz, who participated for the second time as a
human book titled He Took His
Life and Left Us to Live Ours.
Echoing her sentiments was
Jason Peterson, a human book
titled Memoirs of an Emptied
Brain, who said it “always feels
good to share things not commonly talked about”.
This term, nine human
books were available over the
two days of the event. Their
stories covered a wide range
of topics, including: I See, a
visually impaired individual; I
Was a Hungry Billionaire, an
individual who lived in Serbia
during hyperinflation and the
NATO bombing; Memoirs of
an Emptied Brain, an individual living with a brain tumour;
Surviving the City and the Village, an individual who is gay;
Infidel in the Community, an
individual of the Baha’i faith;
He Took His Life and Left Us to
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Live Ours, an individual whose page: “The general meaning of
brother committed suicide; If resilience is taken from the
These Walls Could Talk, a pro- Latin 'to jump or leap back',
fessor who has taught at Auand refers to the ability to
gustana for 83 terms; Hopeful recover from, or adjust easily,
Non-Believer, an individual
to misfortune or
who is an atheist; and The
change” (http://
Greatest Risk in Life is Not to
augustana.ualberta.ca/
Risk at All, an individual who
theme/). For more informahas travelled to many of the
tion on the augustana human
world’s poorest countries.
library follow
During the upcoming
@AugHumanLibrary on TwitWinter 2013 term, the topics ter or visit: http://
of the human books available www.library.ualberta.ca/
at the augustana human liaugustana/infolit/
brary will be related to the
humanlibrary/
2012-2013 annual
campus academic
theme of Resilience.
It was decided to do a
theme-based augustana human library
because the experiences of so many of
the human books reflect a life of resilience
as defined on the acaAugustana Librarians: (back row) Tanya, Teri,
demic theme’s webNancy, Paul, (front row) Debbie, Sarah, Gayle
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Day 786 in the Augustana Jungle: Dean Berger’s Log
Kelly Milne DAG EDITOR
I sat down with Dr. Allen
Berger on September 26 to
discuss how he has spent the
past year in Alberta. Unfortunately my recording device
proved faulty, so I will paraphrase our discussion below.
What did you do to relax this
summer?
Dean Berger invited a
good friend from Chicago to
meet in Regina and go fishing
in Northern Saskatchewan.
When asked if he has had a
chance to enjoy our mountains, he mentioned he also
travelled to Jasper. He and his
wife met their children from
New York and Paris in Maine,
and spent two weeks hiking
and canoeing, as well as playing “bad cop” upon meeting his
daughter’s boyfriend. He also
went lobstering with friends on
the coast, and thoroughly enjoyed fresh seafood every
night.
Describe in 25 words or less a
day in the life of a dean.
Being a dean is a juggling act. Dr. B used a wonderful metaphor, being that one
needs to realize which issues
are balls that will bounce, and
which issues are eggs that will
break.
When asked if he ever
has literally juggled, he informed me that he once
agreed to be a faculty advisor
for a juggling club, on the condition that he could bring his
son and they would learn together.
Of your own Augustana accomplishments, which are you
most proud?
He listed three categories: re-igniting the negotiations for the Performing Arts
Centre (PAC), envisioning renovations and updates across
campus, and engaging faculty
to improve student retention.
Gaining momentum on
the PAC was frustrating to Dr.
B. Clearing trees before securing a construction contract was
a bit of a gamble. He is excited

about and impressed by the
number “green” features. The
two, and I quote, “sexiest” aspects are that it will be the first
fully LED building in Canada, if
not North America, and that
photovoltaic cells will be installed to generate solar electricity, thus contributing to the
Camrose grid for energy credits
and lowering operating cost.
He has met with campus
representatives to discuss the
“space program”, which evidently is not a plan to put students in rockets and send them
beyond the stratosphere. The
space program puts together a
document that looks at what
our physical space needs will
be in five years. Part of this is
the enrollment target - Augustana hopes to increase the student population to 1200 students in the next five years. In
order to facilitate such an increase, we will need better
academic spaces, e.g. renovating labs in the classroom building, or giving professors more
office space. Dean Berger
stated the projection for PAC’s
construction completion is
early 2014, approximately 18
months from now. I for one
hope to perform my graduating
recital there!
I have heard discussion
about the long-term possibility
of an ASA building, but the
dean thinks it needs a lot more
planning and a definite timetable. As it is, we are not making
effective use of the forum, and
ancillary services like the cafeteria, residence and the gym
also need to be addressed.
Dean Berger emphasized that is important to have
student voices heard in this
discussion, otherwise planners
will not know what we want.
Founder’s Hall has
lasted 100 years, and is iconic
to this campus. As such, the
Dean is working with others to
make it last another century.
The renovation cost is approximated at $4 million, with a
focus on sustainability and accessibility. Installation features
will include hardboard siding,

new windows, quality insulation, better entrances, and an
elevator. The aesthetic vision is
to build an elevator in the
south-east corner (see graphic
below). Allen envisions the first
floor as a welcome centre for
prospective students, because
their current office is
“embarrassing” in that is does
not do our campus justice. The
prospective students office is
like the “campus living room”,
and at present it is not very
inviting. Of course, some faculty members enjoy working
out of Founder’s Hall, and hope
to continue doing so after
renovations.
If you have a class in
Hoyme or Faith and Life, you
can see our dean’s influence
there with the new desks.
Changing furniture may seem
like a small project, but they
represent a larger whole, according to Dr. B. Engaging students actively increases their
quality of learning, and these
desks, along with a potential
whiteboard perimeter, empower students and professors
to arrange the classroom in the
most individually productive
way. From my own discussion
with students, I have heard
that the temptation to roll
around sometimes exceeds
learning, but it is handy to be
able to store your possessions
directly with you.

Although there are
many plans for future construction, we are all aware of what
is happening now in the library
- correction of the “stairway to
nowhere”. By creating space
on the top floor, we will have
overflow during construction
on the classroom building. Unfortunately all of these plans
mean our campus will be a
construction zone for awhile,
but Dr. B. and I agreed that it is
well worth it to enhance teaching and learning.
Faculty engagement
itself was given sub-categories
by our dean - questioning the
meaning of and our commitment to a liberal arts and science education, and student
retention.
Presently our mission to
offer a broad education is
taken for granted, so the dean
asked professors and staff to
examine it more closely. Is it
compelling to prospective students? Is its value observed
and celebrated by current students? Is there a fair degree of
consistency? Unfortunately
liberal arts and science can
become a vague umbrella
term, so we need to use specific terminology that reflects
the important ideas within it.
Roger Epp wrote a letter for
graduates to take to potential
employers explaining the concept, but Allen Berger thinks
that students should be able to
discuss their experience and
understanding themselves. He
said a common understanding
is a vehicle to help students
grow and gain energy.
In regards to student
retention, the dean recognizes
that there are many good reasons to transfer, like if you
grow an area of interest outside of what we offer. If you
are successful in pursuing it,
then Augustana has done its
job to facilitate the transfer.
In order to meet the
above mentioned projection of
1200 students by 2017, we
need to ensure students receive a positive experience in
their first few weeks. Dean

Berger has read numerous
studies that show graduation
at an institution is determined
by a successful first term. Factors like high school credentials, parental levels of education, and family income are
expected and statistically related. The first five weeks are
difficult to analyze, because
they have so much flexibility.
That flexibility is a curse in that
regard, but a blessing for students who want to make a
change.
Increasing graduate
numbers comes from keeping
students through their degree,
not by increasing first-year
intake. Faculty can assist in this
by producing early, graded
feedback within the first three
weeks. This will identify those
who are struggling, otherwise
they become those who withdraw. Proactive intervention
with academic advisors will
allow everyone to recognize
the nature of the problem, e.g.
if it is the course or the student. Dean Berger cited our
Math program; calculus is a
gateway course for the entire
degree, and if you fail it, you
are less likely to finish your
studies. Dr. B. hopes to lower
fail rates (D and F, as well as
Incompletes and Withdraws).
When asked if the faculty has put this concept into
action, the dean was proud to
say that the received a green
light for a pilot project in the
math department. TLS and
Advisors are organizing a system that enables them to find
students having difficulties in
multiple classes. The idea is
that if one is concerned about
a particular student, that information is worth sharing. In due
course, those involved will be
able to offer support for the
student to turn the semester
around.
Allen lamented that
ultimately a student’s success
is up to them - he can create
and offer support, but cannot
force a student to accept it.
Continued on page 6...
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-sex morphs into a fullindividuals are not, well,
fledged relationship, comcommitted to each other.
Robyn Sheremeta DAG EDITOR
plete with fights, jealousy,
6. Marriage: A committed
and misunderstandings.
relationship and marriage
After a heated discusdents agree does not go on
Bam. You’re in for a compligo hand and hand, but if a
sion among friends about the
one’s sexual resume (i.e.,
cated ride.
committed relationship
logistics of dating, I realized
does not count when dis4. “Seeing Each Other”: Apwere a cupcake (already
that the whole concept of datcussing your sexual history),
parently you like each other
delicious), marriage would
ing, sex, and romance is far
especially since you may
enough to fool around
be the frosting: not exactly
more subjective than I could
not even know who you
regularly, but wait, there’s
necessary if the cupcake is
possibly comprehend. As liquor
hooked up with last weekmore! Seeing someone is
good enough, but still deliand words flowed freely while
end.
roughly akin to the early
cious, and ties the whole
we debated the topic, we con- 2. The One Night Stand: Genstages of dating: you may
cupcake experience tocluded that one could no
erally considered to be a
not be in a committed relagether. (Note: In terms of
longer classify their love intersober activity, The One
tionship, but you still go on
sexual relations, “marriage”
est of the moment simply as
Night Stand lasts—you
dates, you have that starrywas not a necessary addi“boyfriend/girlfriend” or “not
guessed it—one night. It
eyed, new-love look in your
tion to the list. I just really
boyfriend/girlfriend,” but
often stems from pent up
eyes, and have the irrelike the title, “The Six Derather, one had to take into
sexual tension between two
pressible urge to show evegrees of Sexual Relations.”)
account hookups, friends with
individuals who either a)
ryone around you just how
Bear in mind, readers,
benefits, and one night stands.
really need to get laid, or b)
cute and affectionate the
that such a list is flexible and
A definitive list of relationship
really just need to consumtwo of you can be. Well,
open for debate. To some peoclassifications may never exist;
mate their unspoken attracgood on you.
ple, hooking up and having a
however, after incessant
tion to each other in order 5. The Committed Relationone night stand may mean
snooping and prodding, I have
to decide if they like each
ship: Boyfriend and girlexactly the same
compiled the “Six Degrees of
other enough to shag regufriend, boyfriend and boy- thing, while others
Sexual Relations”, based upon
larly. Or both, I suppose.
friend, etc.; you get sex
will fiercely debate
the many varied opinions of
3. Friends With Benefits:
AND a friend. The Commit- that the two terms
university students. Enjoy.
Regular sex, but zero obligated Relationship consists of cannot be used in1. The Hookup: The spontanetions to your partner! Also
two individuals who have
terchangeably.
ous, thrilling escapade that
known as a booty call, or
set rules and boundaries to
Dating during
one usually partakes in
“fuck buddies.” Call ’em up
define the parameters of
university is rough,
when intoxicated, or comwhen you’re lonely, but
their interactions. The most to say the least. The
ing off the high of a social
don’t be hurt if they have a
common rule that (almost) four years in which
event. The Hookup is not
different agenda. Having a
all students agree on is that you spend at univernecessarily a one-time afFWB is, by no means, the
of monogamy. The Commit- sity are (usually) the
fair, nor does it necessarily
same as being in a relationted Relationship is, in esfour years that depertain to the actual act of
ship, and is not exclusive.
sence, a commitment to
termine what you
having sex—you could simThe general consensus in
another individual whom
will do and where
ply be making out at a
regards to being FWBs?
you love, like, care for, are you will live for a
party. Sporadic, unplanned,
You’ve all seem the Mila
attracted to, etc. The Com- large portion of your
and more often than not,
Kunis / Justin Timberlake
mitted Relationship and The life after graduating.
regretted; The Hookup is
flick by the same name,
Significant Other simply
If you’re simultanesomething that most sturight? Some harmless friend
cannot exist if the affected ously searching for a

partner to spend your time
with, as well as attempting to
excel academically, things
automatically get more complicated.
Should you move in
together, since you’re legally
adults? What happens if you
move to different cities after
you graduate? How do you
balance schoolwork with date
nights?
The picture is not necessarily a bleak one, but merely a
puzzling one. Throw in a few en
-vogue terms such as “YOLO”
or “hookup”, and you’ll be left
with more than a few confused
and sexually frustrated university students. Ah, university
romance: equal parts carefree,
fickle, terrifying, and tumultuous. And this is why I’m single.

you, as can different apps. I
prefer taking the time to hold
and add the receipts, so that I
have to actively work to track
it. Automated systems are easy
for me to glance at and forget
– with paper, it sticks in my
memory.
I have two bank accounts – one for spending, one
for saving. All of my summer
income went into the savings
account, where it accumulated
a little interest. In order to
spend, I must transfer money
to my other account. This way I
have a clear indication of what
I have left for to pay for next
semester’s tuition, rent and
living expenses.
My spending average
is approximately $350/month,
excluding rent, tuition and utilities. I’ve been told that is a
frugal average, but I do allocate money for things like coffee with friends, forgetting my
lunch at home, going bowling,
or dancing the night away. It is
possible to do some spending
as a student, but it has to be
where your priorities lie.

If you are a gamer,
beware November releases!
Wait a month and you will
have a list to give family and
friends for Christmas present
ideas.
If you are a shopper,
allow yourself one trip a
month, but only take cash.
Once the cash is gone, the trip
is over.
If you are a socialiser,
pick peak weekends when
friends are around, and go out
then. All of these hobbies/
habits require some forward
planning.
Beware carpe diem, or if
you are less intelligent “yolo”,
because that lifestyle leads to
student loans. Find your own
average – a+b+c+d/4 – and
stick to it. Everyone’s heard the
gambling slogan “set a limit,
stay within it”. You do not
want life to be a gamble, so
even being prepared for the
coming month will ease your
financial stresses. If you have
cable, watch Til Debt Do Us
Part – Gail Vaz-Oxlade’s jars
really do work!

The Six Degrees of Sexual Relations

Keeping a Reputable Image on a Student Budget
Kelly Milne DAG EDITOR
As September came to
a close, I found myself in the
familiar place of [totalling] my
expenses. You know what it is
like – assembling all my collected receipts, categorizing
them, and totalling my spending for the month. Sound familiar? If not, read on!
It is fitting that one of
our email submissions was
[from] Campus Auction, because they exemplify how students should spend while [still]
maintaining their image.
Whether you follow Ralph Lauren’s tweets religiously or wear
sweat pants every day, what
you wear has a lot to say about
you, and everyone knows the
importance of first impressions. If you look dazzling in
heels but are glaring at me, I
probably will avoid you. If you
are comfortable in sweats and
a bandana with a smile on your
face, I’ll return the smile, and
maybe even come talk to you.
However, if you just hit the

gym, don’t be offended if I
keep our conversation short.
I am the first to admit
I am not a fashionista, and
thanks to my mom, my mantra
is “clean and neat”. I’ve increased the number of articles
of clothing in my “professional
attire” wardrobe, but ultimately I do not care about
trends or labels. I realize if I
want quality products, I will
probably have to spend a few
more pennies. This is where
Campus Auction fits in. If I had
a credit card, which I refuse to
get, I hypothetically would limit
my shopping to a site or store
where I don’t pay full price for
quality items.
Why don’t I get a credit card?
I realize it is important
to build my credit score, but
right now I can just manage the
money I do have, and having
access to mythical money
would just be too tempting.
Some people are quite good
about immediately paying it

off, but I’d rather not add that
element of stress until I have a
steady job.
How do I manage money?
Last year I began
tracking my expenses. Every
time I use my debit card, I get a
receipt and match it to my
online banking record. Whenever I remember, I transfer the
receipts from my wallet into an
envelope labelled, in this case,
“September”. At the end of the
month, I empty the envelope
and make a spreadsheet with
headers like groceries, gas,
eating out, liquor, clothing,
textbooks, other, etc. Each
category receives a total, and
then I make a monthly sum. Big
spending months are September, December and January.
September and January have
larger grocery and gas bills, and
December has a category for
gifts.
Note: If you want to
be paper-free, the online
[banking] record can track it for
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Men’s Volleyball Resounding Tournament Win Kelly Milne DAG EDITOR
The Augustana Vikings
won their opening tournament
on September 28 and 29. Below is the coverage from their
opening game.
The first set opened
against Olds College’s Broncos
at 6 PM on Friday. Within the
first ten minutes, fans observed some really good blocking and rally recoveries. The
on court energy was pumped
up, and our players were not
afraid to hit the deck, especially #5 Thomas Reiger.
Serving is beyond the
natural abilities of more indi-

viduals, and it was enjoyable to
watch. There is always a tense
moment as the team waits to
see if the serve is short. Nonetheless, fans were impressed
by the number of long rallies
that occurred between the
Broncos and the Vikings.
For those who have not
watched much volleyball, both
teams showed support of their
own players by lo-fiving between each rally. The Broncos
vocalized on the court more
than our Vikings, but it did not
help them pull ahead.
Early in the set, Bronco
Every time I’m asked to
write or tell someone about
myself, I am at a loss for words
and usually mutter something
about liking cats. So, I am

Robyn Sheremeta,

Kelly Margaret
Milne’s greatest ambition
in life is to bat for the Toronto
Blue Jays. As a child, her handeye coordination surpassed
that of a young Michael J. Fox.
Having risen to fame in high
school, Milne recently suffered
a gastrocnemius injury, temporarily taking her out of the
game. She moved on to establish IMDb, and is currently pursuing professional organization.
You may have heard
Milne in the context of vocal
performance. As it does not
stress her injured muscle, her
personal
trainer
Morgan
Specht has permitted specialized laryngeal adduction.
If you so desire to travel
with Milne through time, you
better show up with David
Tennant and a TARDIS.

and I’m a third year B.A. student majoring in English and
music. I’m the co-editor of The
Dagligtale, and of course, I
really like cats. I’m painfully
cynical and my “deep in concentration” face looks a lot like
an angry face. Rainy days, Pink
Floyd, singing, baking, and conversations over coffee make
me happy.
Most people don’t
know that I’m left-handed and
that perezhilton.com is my
guilty pleasure. I like to defend
my love for celebrity gossip by
saying that news is news, no
matter how trivial, but I’m just
fascinated by pop culture. You
can find me in our office spinning in my chair and writing
furiously. I do like visitors;
bring me coffee and cupcakes.

#12 Lachie Pollock showed the
Vikings his formidable attacks
or “spikes”. Our men were not
deterred, and won the set 2518.
During the second set,
fans had filled the bleachers to
capacity and beyond. The only
complaint heard was that the
score was not visible from their
perspective, but eventually the
score-keepers began holding it
up. Line referees came from
each team and worked their
own side, and many a ball flew
into the bleachers.
It is impressive to see

the standard to which the Vikings hold themselves. Everyone on or off court was presentable, and many had ankle
braces as well as knee pads,
exemplifying our trainers dedication to health.
Near the middle of the
second set, it seemed that the
Bronco’s good blocking would
infringe on our score, but the
Vikings won 25-23, thus ending
the best-of-three.
The admission donations from this tournament
went to the Boys and Girls Club
of Camrose.
My name is

Brittany Lehman.
I am a third year B.A.
student with a major in English
and a minor in drama. This year
I am the Aboriginal Students’
Representative on council,
which is a blast!
I enjoy long walks on the
beach,
giant glasses of delicious
Steffi Mahabir
wine, and a nice pair of slacks. I
came into this world with her
enjoy anything chocolate, and I
twin brother on Sept. 21, 1993
suppose I always will. Writing is
in the twin islands of Trinidad
fun, as is research. I love
and Tobago in the Caribbean.
hockey, football, and most
She was raised by her mother
other sports. I dislike raw onand grandfather until her
ions. Gross.
mother remarried. She now
Well that about sums
has two younger brothers and
me up. Thanks for reading, and
little sister. Growing up on a
stay classy Augustana
tropical island, she had a very
relaxed lifestyle and enjoyed
every minute of her youth. At
sixteen, her parents announced that they were moving to the not-so-hot Canada.
Forced to leave behind all of
her old dreams, friends and
everything she knew, Steffi
moved to Calgary and graduated from high school. Her
family adapted to the weather
conditions and now live in Edmonton. Steffi is currently
doing her English degree at
Augustana. She loves writing
but is unsure where it leads.

Erin Specht SUBMISSION
Do you ever feel that our
world is on a slow downward
spiral? As an environmental
science student, I am constantly
bombarded with evidence that
seems to support this view.
Articles I read go on about how
civilization has brought a wave
of destruction over the world
and how, if things don’t change,
we will likely bring about our
own extinction. Agriculture is
filling the earth with chemicalridden pesticides, fisheries are
emptying the oceans of its natural resources, forests and wildlife are being threatened left
right and center, and oil and gas
companies are polluting, well,
everything. Meanwhile, governments are avoiding these issues
to focus on economic development. It’s enough to make a
person feel hopeless ly depressed, and consider dropping
their major for a career in
throat singing, or join a circus
troupe.
Forgive me if I am starting off
on a bad note. But sometimes it
really seems like no one gives a
damn. We recently learned
from F&O that the recycling on
campus is being severely contaminated with garbage and
food, and must be thrown in
the landfill. This apathy affects
the world on a larger scale, and
creates problems that trickle
back down to our level.
Now for the silver lining.
When I am overwhelmed by
this, I just open my eyes and
look a little harder. There are
people in and around Augustana actively working to make a
difference. The Earthwise club
brings students together to
come up with ideas on how to
improve our local community.
Students taking a course on
rural resilience are hosting a
five-part movie series to promote sustainable living. Others
are hosting a Fracking Conference to discuss its effects and
facilitate responsible stewardship. Score!, our annual freecycling event, takes place on
campus and helps redistribute
goods in Camrose. Outside of
the university, Don Ruzika and
Brian Nelson, two local farmers,
have changed the way they operate to reduce their ecological
footprint. Stoney Creek Natural
Foods provides a local food network for people in the Camrose
area. These are just the first
initiatives off the top of my
head.
These local stories are carried out with a global mindset.
They inspire optimism. In the
words of anthropologist Margaret Mead, “Never doubt that a
small group of thoughtful, committed people can change the
world. Indeed, it is the only
thing that ever has.”
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Jonathan Elder, Senior Manager Public Relations and Promotions, Strut Entertainment
SUBMISSION
CampusAuction is a
new online venture that offers
brand name products at low
prices to students, and gives a
significant portion of their
profits to charity. Corporations
donate their products to demonstrate their corporate social
responsibility.
Eyal Lichtmann knew fr
om experience that this gener
ation of 18 to 30 year olds was
committed to making the worl
d better. Two of their key
characteristics are their use of
technology and desire for social change. He saw the way
Millennials interact, how they
communicate, what they
care about.
College students, he
knew, want to make the world
better. He knew that , given
the opportunity to do good,
Millenials will take it. This is a
generation that votes with
their
wallets, supporting businesses
that care about the same
things they care about. So the
$400 billion in annual spendi n g
c o n trolled by North American
Millennials could have a massive impact in changing the
world if even more Millennials
were encouraged to spend
ethically. The key, Lichtman
thought, was to make it easy
for Millennials to find the businesses that share their values.

Tonya Simpson
was born into the small community of Westerose, Alberta
on February 12th, 1994. Belonging to a family of five children, Tonya grew up trail riding, raising puppies and enjoying the country life that
Westerose had to offer. At the
young age of only four years,
Tonya began composing her
first storybooks, consisting of
pictures and simple words. Her
first storybook was titled “The
Ant and the Snowman,” which
she read to her encouraging
parents. She composed a series of storybooks entitled
“Jessie and the Dog,” which
were bound with staples and

Although CampusAuction is aimed at 18 to 30 year o
lds, it is open to all. And parent
s and grandparents are getting
into it too. Millennials may be
the most socially conscious ge
neration, but older folks want
to do good too, as evidenced b
y CampusAuction’s incredibly s
uccessful trial in 2011.
CampusAuction
contributes 50% of profits (or 10%
of net revenue, whichever is
greater) to charities voted on
by members.
More than this, success
ful bidders can see how much
they saved and donated some
of their savings to a charity of
their choice above the portion
of their purchase already contr
ibuted. In the trial alone,
$78,000 went to great causes
selected by participating members. This year,CampusAuction
expects a much greater
impact.
The benefits are clear:
Millennials get great products
they want, often at substantially below retail prices. Social
ly responsible businesses get t
heir good works in front of the
most important consumer
demographic. And great charities gain not only financial
support but crucial “brand”
awareness among the
upcoming generation of
philanthropists.

Key Points

fixed inside the cardboard
from Kleenex boxes.
In June 2012, Tonya
graduated from Pigeon Lake
Regional School, where she
played and coached basketball,
badminton and volleyball. During the summer months, Tonya
spent her time volunteering at
the local library where she ran
the TD Summer Reading Program. Thrilled by the chance to
work with children who shared
Tonya’s love for literature, she
returned to the library for
three consecutive summers.
Tonya is currently a student at
the University of Alberta and is
studying biology and English at
the Augustana campus.

Jennifer Ha

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

 Official launch was Monday, August 27, 2012.
 Vancouver-based company.
 Free to join, free to bid,
free to belong.
 50% of net profits (or 10%
of gross revenue, whichever is greater) is donated
to organizations voted on
by bidders.
 2011 nine-week trial gar-

Camrose, AB, September 23, 2012 –
Have you ever pictured yourself in a 19th century Viennese salon surrounded by friends and music makers? Dream no
more! You are invited to step back in time and join the Augustana
vocal department’s presentation of Franz Schubert’s lieder.
Choose to join the singers around the piano, or relish the music from traditional concert seating. Take a seat onstage if you
wish, but fret not – we will do the singing for you! We are delighted to give our supportive community of Camrose a unique
opportunity to perform without performing.
Tickets are available at the door: $7 for adults, $5 for students
or seniors.
The event will take place in the Augustana Chapel on October
14 at 7 PM.

nered over 1.7 million page Please feel free to send inquiries to:
views and a twitter follow-

Kelly Milne
Teaching Assistant to Prof. Kathleen Corcoran
 Raised $78,000 for charities Augustana Campus, University of Alberta
during the above stated m. 403.896.1092
e. kmmilne@ualberta.ca
trial time.
ing of nearly 25,000 users.

 Past

corporate

partners

include: Toshiba, Starbucks,
iSkin, EA Games, Cineplex,
Cominos, Mavi Jeans and
Staples.
 Corporate partners donate
product, not only for exposure but to display good
corporate citizenship.
 20-30

year-old

demo-

graphic controls $400 billion in annual spending in

Tia Lalani

North America.

My name is Jennifer Ha
and I’m a first-year student
studying politics, high pressure
showers in the first-year
dorms, and possibly economics. I don’t know where to call
my hometown, but I graduated
high school in Prince Albert,
SK. Since I’m a big believer of
public transportation who also
happens to be terrified of driving, you’ll see me at the caf
every weekend, guarding my
cup from the evil, annoying
deed of “stacking” and getting
full use out of the chocolate
milk on tap.
I enjoy the little
things in life like feminism,
hardcore rap, cats, Earl Grey
tea, and really long naps. A
part of me wants to drop out
of school to pursue a rap career based on politically correctness, but something tells
me that my far-fetched dreams
of law school will be a bit more
tangible. In my first year of
university, I hope to learn the
ukulele, use up at least one full
tube of lipstick, get as many
A’s as possible, and survive.

Erin Sekulich
Lets be serious - no one
actually reads these things.
But just in case you are interested, or even need to kill
some time, here is Erin Sekulich’s biography. After graduating high school she spent a
month in Duncan B.C learning
the ways of falconry. There
she had her finger dislocated
by a barn owl, chased by a
turkey vulture and taught
baby birds how to fly.
Interests other than being
beaten up by birds of prey
include fashion design, writing, bookbinding
from
scratch, calligraphy, and photography. As a lover of Steampunk she also volunteers at
the Reynolds Alberta Museum
at least twice a year and pretends that she was truly born
in the industrial revolution.
Future ambitions include completing her current novel in
progress, becoming a mortician, and of course world
domination.

My name’s Tia, and I’m a
fourth year English major with a
minor in Biology. Although my
academic interests may seem on
completely opposite ends of the
spectrum, I’m a pretty average
college kid. Born and raised in
Calgary, I chose to come to Augustana for the small town atmosphere, and boy did I get it.
All jokes aside though, I’ve
loved my time here, and I would
like to go out with a bang and
write for the Dag throughout my
last year. Although I think of myself as the epitome of cool, I
guess some would consider me a
nerd. I spent the summer at
school, working in the library and
as a research assistant, and I enjoyed every minute of it. With
that said, I do know how to have
a good time, and when I’m not
studying furiously, you can usually find me with a beer in one
hand and a pool cue in the other.
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New Arts Centre: Performing to Students’ Standards?
Robyn Sheremeta, DAG EDITOR
It seems like only yesterday I was sitting in the quad,
watching construction crews
tear down the trees that used
to
surround
the
nowdemolished North Hall. It was a
balmy, late August afternoon;
in fact, it was that precise afternoon that made me begin to
seriously ponder how I felt
about the construction of the
performing arts centre (PAC,
for short).
I am of divided opinion—on one hand, I am a BA
music and English major who is
inexplicably excited to hear
that students may get more
practice rooms and/or performance space on campus; on
another hand, I am an ornery,
pessimistic third year student
who says, “Bah! That’s completely unnecessary! Stop tearing up the quad and parking lot
just to build a performing arts
centre that we probably won’t
even be allowed to use!”
Camrose needs a performing arts centre-- there is
no doubt about that. I say this
confidently as both an Augustana music student, and as a
community member. There are
various small venues across the
city that are used for rehearsals and performances, but
sometimes they just don’t cut
it. A high school gymnasium is
not really the ideal location for
a band concert—the sound
simply bounces off the walls
and echoes back into the faces
of young musicians, tearing the
rhythm apart. Churches are
built to have much better
acoustics, but there is not always adequate lighting or
warm-up space. Lastly, not a
single venue in Camrose is
large enough to properly accommodate dance perform-

ances! The Bailey Theatre is
beautiful, but the small stage
simply does not deliver for
dancers.
After such an explanation, you can rest assured that I
am by no means against the
PAC, but merely wonder how
the centre will change my experience at Augustana.
The Camrose Performing Arts website states that the
new building will be for local
citizens and students to use for
classes
and
performance
space. I am left wondering how
often students will actually be
in it, and also what conditions
may be imposed in regards to
student use. The PAC is a joint
project between the U of A,
the City of Camrose, Camrose
County, and the Government
of Alberta, so clearly Augustana students will not have
free reign over the building. I
have no objection to that!
However, will classes be held in
the centre on a regular basis,
or will it be scheduled by special booking only? I do not
foresee any large issues stemming from scheduling, but have
heard the subject being passed
around within the music and
drama departments. I can’t
help but speculate how classes,
recitals and practice time will
fit into the future of the new
PAC.
Working on the assumption that students will be taking advantage of all that PAC
has to offer, I pose the next
question: will our tuition costs
go up in order to justify using
the space? I would not be at all
surprised if tuition magically
became more costly in the next
academic year. Camrose municipal taxes for 2012 were
raised 3.96% to cover the costs

of both the arts centre and the
new city hall, so it’s not unreasonable to expect a hike in
tuition cost for the same reason.
If the university does, in
fact, impose some kind of fee
in order to pay for the PAC,
who will be paying it? My initial
thought was that the cost of
music and drama classes would
simply increase, but that is
neither fair nor realistic. Every
Augustana student pays $127
per year to athletic and recreation fees, but not everyone
takes advantage of the fitness
centre discount or uses the
gym, just like not every student
will use the space in the PAC.
Only time will tell if we are
subjected to more fees, but I
hope that they are distributed
equally among the student
population if they are.
On top of the construction of the building itself, it is
likely that another parking lot
will need to be made to accommodate the users of the PAC. It
was difficult enough to find a
parking space before the addi-

tion of construction crews or
PAC visitors, so what will happen when vehicles are regularly filling the Augustana parking lot to go to the PAC? Will
students who have already
paid for parking passes have to
park on the street (which is
already common, from what
I’ve been told), or will a space
[like the soccer field] be designated for another lot? I have a
difficult time understanding
why the Augustana campus is
the perfect place for a performing arts centre in Camrose
when we are already so restricted by the amount of
space we have.
To reiterate my view, I
do not hesitate one bit to say
that Camrose should build a
performing arts centre, but as
an Augustana student (who is a
lifelong Camrose resident, no
less), I feel like I’ve been left in
the dark in regards to how students will be able to use the
PAC to their advantage. Most
of the information that I’ve
found on the PAC has come
from the Camrose Canadian

website, and most of it has
been information on city council meetings. I was grateful for
the news articles that I could
find, but there was very little
talk of how Augustana students
fit into the big picture of the
PAC. Visiting the Camrose Performing Arts website, which is
devoted to the PAC, was far
less useful. The photo slideshow took forever to load, the
information given was old
news to me, and the contact
page was vague, so I wasn’t
sure who, exactly, I would contact if I sent an email to the
one provided.
I believe that the construction of the PAC will indeed
benefit the community as well
as Augustana; however, the
biggest issue that I see is the
lack of information available
for students. I know I fret
about the future too much, but
I want to be excited about the
opportunity to use a beautiful
new building, rather than be
skeptical because of some issues that may or may not arise.

QUICK FRACK* FACT:
According to the Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers (CAPP), a typical frack site uses
20,000,000 to 100,000,000 litres of water. By comparison, it would take the average Ugandan between
4,215 and 21,000 years to use the same amount of water. *see page 7
...continued from page 2

was won by Clark Builders, who
have a creative vision to inteHow is the PAC coming from
grate the building’s interior
your end? What is your inand exterior with the campus’
volvement? Which departexisting aesthetics and rhythm.
ments will be using it? Is it
The building cost is
possible to create more prac- around $23 million. The provtice space?
ince, county, and university
Dr. Berger has been
have contributed, but the city
involved with the PAC in three is the major contributor, and
ways: with political, functional, foster a great partnership. A
and cost discussions. It took a fifth contribution comes from
lot of coordination to get the
private philanthropy, currently
city, university and county to
totalling around $1.2 million.
finish the discussion and sign
The goal $4.25 million, but the
some agreements. It is unfortu- dean expressed a desire for
nate that the discussion was
that goal to be $5 million, that
stalled before Allen came into way we have more of a cushion
the picture.
if it takes awhile to get perDetermining function
formances and events off the
could only come after securing ground. Naming opportunities
a contractor. The competition are available to gifts over $50,

000, and we have received two
highly gratifiying six-figure donations. To name the entire
building, one must donate $1.5
million.
The image for the PAC is
for every department to use it.
It will be a venue for more than
just singing or acting - also
guest speakers, art exhibits, or
conferences. From the
Camrsoe community, dance
groups have expressed the
most interest in using the
building. Dr. B. mentioned that
the eminent environmental
speaker Bill McKibbon is visiting this month, and the dean
hopes the chapel seating will
be inadequate. Coming from
Red Deer, I have listened to
speakers like the Mythbusters

on RDC’s stage, and the buildings will be comparable (PAC
seating 550, RDC 576).
How do you feel about a Vikings vs. campus member
hockey game? Would you
play?
The dean thought this
was a cool idea, but noted that
it is not his decision, and will
need educating as to whether
or not it is realistic. It is the
kind of event that could become a tradition, like the current staff vs. students ball
hockey game. He admitted that
he is not a hockey player, so it
would prove difficult to get him
on the ice.
On the subject of traditions, Dr. B. mentioned the

centennial bell sculpture and
that it needs to be integrated
to our fabric of life. It was rung
at graduation, and for this
year’s freshman, but we should
find a variety of significant uses
for it.
What should our readers get
you for Christmas?
Dr. B requested French
lessons, or even just for individuals to walk up to him and
begin speaking French. His
Christmas plans include whisking his wife off to France to
visit their son, but his high
school French is quite rusty!
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Is Alberta a Petro-state?
Rajan Rathnavalu
“Is Alberta a Petrozens (e.g. subordination of
state?” This was a question
citizens' environment and
Professor Laurie Adkin posed
health concerns to industry
to a group of U of A students
needs)
heading on a visit to the oil2. Privileging of fossil fuel exsands. The delegation, which
traction and exports (e.g.
includes 4 students from Auproviding massive subsidies
gustana, will be heading to
to the oil industry while ne[the] heart of tar sand country,
glecting alternate energy)
Fort McMurray, on a two-day 3. Restructuring of governvisit this October 12 & 13. Durment bureaucracy to meet
ing her presentation, Dr. Adkin
the demands of oilsands
highlighted the following ways
development and its critics
that Alberta might be consid(e.g. dedicated government
ered akin to traditional petrobodies to promote and destates:
fend oilsands interests)
1. A government that considSome of this industry
ers the interests of oil comemphasis seems to make
panies to be synonymous
sense, particularly given the
with the interest of its citifact that Alberta's economy

relies heavily on oil and gas
revenues to keep us going –
that's our “Alberta advantage”.
At Augustana it is unlikely we’d
be enjoying our beautiful new
library (or the underconstruction performing arts
centre) without the extra dollars that come from oil. The
question is, at what point is
democracy compromised by
the ubiquitously acknowledged
“close” relationship our government has with the oil/gas
sector?
According to Dr. David
Schindler, also a U of A professor and an internationally recognized expert on water, that
line has already been crossed.
Citing Alberta's $26 million

budget for developing public
opinion versus $300,000 allocated for scientific monitoring,
Dr. Schindler believes that Alberta's government is doing a
poor job (his words were a lot
stronger) at keeping us up to
date. If democracy is based on
informed participation then,
according to Schindler, we are
not very well equipped.
The solution to this dilemma / question is perhaps
best answered by us – Alberta's citizens. These are our
resources, and it is up to us to
properly manage and steward
them in the way we see best fit
for ourselves and future generations. If our government is
unable to look at the bigger

picture, this is a reflection of
ourselves and our own tendencies. In a democracy, it is up to
us to transform our situation.
Is Alberta a “petrostate”? Perhaps the answer is
more nuanced than a simple
yes or no. Alberta is made up
of many “Albertans”, who together hold a complex set of
challenges, priorities, and
dreams. Within this diversity,
there also lies some strength.
Hopefully the delegation to
Fort McMurray, initiated and
run by U of A students, will
help – to inform and empower
– our generation to become
the wise stewards we are
meant to be.

What the frack?! Augustana students lead the way Nov. 2 & 3
Rajan Rathnavalu
"Human beings survived for thousands and thousands of years without oil and without natural gas. We have never known humanity or life on this plant to survive
without clean water." - Peter Shumlin, Governor of Vermont
If you've ever watched
Battlestar Galactica, you may
have heard of the term,
“Frack!” What you may not
know, however, is that
“fracking” (or hydraulic fracturing in its more scientifically
correct usage) is a commonly
used term for an industrial
process that is rapidly changing
North America’s energy and
environmental landscape.
Fracking is an oil and gas
extraction process that combines horizontal drilling (up to
1 km in depth and 2 to 4 km
across) with explosions to release previously untapped re-

serves. It has been described as
an energy “revolution” and is
already transforming the
United States from a gas importer into an exporter. For
example, North Dakota (long a
“has not” state) is now an industry powerhouse, with a
booming economy much like
Alberta's, and the lowest unemployment rate in the U.S.
While it has produced
some economic benefits, the
process is highly controversial.
Thanks to a 2005 loophole endorsed by then U.S. Vice President Dick Cheney (and former
CEO of Haliburton, the main

developer of the fracking technology), industry is able to use
massive amounts of fresh water, add tonnes of chemicals,
and then flush it all underground without U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
oversight.
Despite this “green
light,” concerns about water
waste, aquifer contamination,
earth tremors, and gas leakage
have prompted moratoriums
on fracking in over 270 U.S.
jurisdictions, including Vermont, New Jersey and New
York State.

Around the world, fracking is on hold or banned in
France, South Africa and Bulgaria. Closer to home fracking
has received a mixed response.
Record levels of fracking are
underway in Alberta and British Columbia, while it has been
banned in Quebec and under
heated discussion in New
Brunswick and Nova Scotia.
It comes as no surprise
that Alberta has largely been
quiet about the process. Despite the controversy, over
170,000 of Canada's 175,000
fracked wells are in Alberta –
and without any comprehen-

sive water testing to know how
we’re doing. In an effort to
foster awareness and conversation, Augustana is hosting a
conference on fracking this
November 2 & 3. Called
“Responsibility for the Land –
Conversations on Fracking in
Alberta” the 2-day event brings
together industry, landowners,
farmers, environmentalists and
government representatives to
discuss this important issue.
Students are encouraged to attend – it's our land
after all. For more information:
www.frackingab.wordpress.co
m

Belonging in a Response-Able Future: It's Yours to Keep
Carmelle Mohr
"Our sense of wholeness is not just the sense of completeness in ourselves but also is the sense of belonging to others and to our place; it is an unconscious awareness of community, of having in common." - Wendell Berry
If you imagine the future, what does it look like?
Alberta riparian expert Lorne
Fitch asks us: "Will we get the
future we plan for?" Is the
future you see dependent on
oil and gas? Some say that
we've lived for millennia without oil and gas, surely we can
live without it again.
Rob Hopkins, the founder of the Transition movement speaks about a distinct
quality of life when one lives in
harmony with nature rather
than against it. Living in the
remote village of Hunza, he
writes, "Here was a society
which lived within its limits and
had evolved a dazzling sophisticated yet simple way of doing
so... I do not intend to romanticize or idealize it, but there
was something I caught a
glimpse of when I was in Hunza
that resonated with a deep
genetic memory somewhere
within me."
I have often heard people my own age ask, "Does it
mean that we all need to be

farmers in order to get through
the peak oil crisis?" I don't
think so. Rather, I think it
means that we begin taking
back full responsibility over our
own lives and our own communities.
What are the things that
you are "responsible" for? Are
you "responsible" for the
clothes you wear? The food
you eat? As a consumer, are
you a part of its production?
How important is it to be responsible for these things?
Erich Fromm spoke of
pre-WWII German society as a
people free from belonging to
a social order. He believed
that it was because Germans
did not feel accountable to
each other that so many, even
the most educated, submitted
to the next authority. That
next authority was the Nazi
regime. I believe Fromm's observation warns us that if we
do not choose to be responsible for the wellbeing of our
neighbour, if we do not believe
that we are each of the same

community, our "freedom"
from belonging to each other
will overwhelm us and we will
submit to the next authority,
risking the dehumanization of
our neighbours.
Do you live in a freefrom-belonging society? If so,
what is the authority to which
we presently submit (or don't
pay attention to)? How does
our submission (or apathy)
hinder us from imagining a
different future? What would
your life look like if you took
responsibility for the wellbeing of your neighbour, perhaps a stranger? What if they
did the same for you? Now,
what does your future look
like?
The topic of Hydraulic
Fracturing is an increasingly
controversial subject in North
America. Why? Perhaps because it is both a water issue
and a livelihood issue. Many
Albertans work in the oil and
gas industry; it is how they can
support their families. Indeed,
for those who work in the in-

dustry, arguments against it
may seem personal because
one's livelihood - and the livelihood of one's children - are
seemingly at stake. Yet, there
are also many Albertans who
have been dehumanized as a
result of the same industry.
Their stories are chilling. Stories of burns from showers,
methane water and sickly animals. Many of these stories
are still unheard. Naturally,
these Albertans want to see a
change, if not a moratorium,
on the process of fracking.
Others sit somewhere in the
middle, aware of the issue's
tension but torn between
which side to take. Most haven't even heard about the process. The fracking issue seems
to pit livelihood against livelihood. As a result, each side is
passionate and people have
been hurt. It is no surprise that
these sides are so alienated
from each other.
So where do we go from
here? How do we have conversations with each other

when one has been so hurt and
when another must risk
"everything?"
I feel that we begin by
attempting to create a space
where all sides can sit together, break bread together,
and share their stories. I believe that, even in this issue,
the commonalities between
our stories far outweigh the
differences. Furthermore, I
believe that if we choose to be
accountable for the well-being
of our neighbours - towards a
culture of belonging to each
other - we will begin to have
the future for which we hope,
because it is the future for
which we planned.
On November 2nd and
3rd, Augustana will host a conference on Hydraulic Fracturing. This conference is our
attempt in creating this common space. Please join the
conversation.
"Will we get the future
we plan for?" Will you?
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OCTOBER 2012
SUNDAY
September 30

MONDAY
October 1

Battle River Basketball Chapel
Club

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY
3

Soup Supper

Chapel

Chapel

Triathlon Sign up

Alumni Coffee on

deadline

4

FRIDAY

2

Dagligtale submission

Golden Alumni Brunch

THURSDAY
5

closes

SATURDAY
6

Campus

Class of 1962 Reunion

7

8

BR Basketball Club

9

10

11

12

13

Soup Supper

Hockey vs. Portage

Chapel

Augustana Career

Volleyball vs. Keyano

Fair
14

15

16

17

18

BR Basketball Club

Chapel

Soup Supper

Chapel

19

20

Chapel

Hockey vs. MacEwan

Basetball Academy

Recital: Dr. Roger

Volleyball Alumni

Vocal Department

Admiral, piano

Tournament

Schubertiade

Outdoor Triathlon

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

BR Basketball Club

Chapel

Soup Supper

Chapel

FALL BREAK

FALL BREAK

Hockey vs. SAIT

Lecture: Bill McKib-

Dagligtale submission Volleyball vs. Keyano

ben

deadline

Volleyball vs. Keyano
Cross-Country Running Champioship

28

29

30

31

November 1

2

3

BR Basketball Club

Chapel

Soup Supper

Chapel

Hockey vs. NAIT

Fracking in Alberta

Fracking in Alberta

Volleyball vs. NAIT

Basketball vs. SAIT

Basketball vs. Olds

Teaching Seminar:
Karsten Mundel

Chapel

ASA Council Meeting Notes - September 26, 2012 Kelly Milne DAG EDITOR
The meeting was called
to order at 5:30 PM. Note that
the next meeting will be held
on October 3 in the Roger Epp
Room, dubbed the
“Eppicentre”. New counselors
were in attendance, and introductions will be made later in
the meeting. The agenda was
approved with the addition of
swearing them in.
Student Life report was
concise, with a request to add
the Dag to the mailing list.
They are concerned with final
touches on clubs, the upcoming SAC meeting, and adding
more people to the club
budget committee.
Quick list of councillors:
 Cindy Roose, Executive Director
 Phil Merkligner, Faculty Representative
 1st Year Representatives:
Geoff Rimmer, Jaynita Maru

 2nd Year Reps: Natasha
Gacek, Joel Danyluk
 3rd Year Rep: Emily Hay
 4th Year Rep: Rixt Scholten
 Brittany Lehman, Aboriginal
Student Rep
 Rume Dedekuma, Councillor
at Large
 Susie Nguyen, International
Student Rep
 Corbin Emslie, Off-campus
Rep
 Vickie Michaud, Off-campus
Rep
 Kelsie Sutherland, VicePresident Communications
 Naomi Finseth, VP Academic
 Nana Owusu, VP Finance
 Nathan Sereda, VP Student
Life
 Carlo Martin, President
Communications report
included information on Wellness Week’s approvals. It will
be held November 26-30. Features are yoga, Booster Juice,

massage, and possibly cooking
classes.
The finance report
touched on business contracts
and the building committee.
Discounts will tentatively come
from Scalliwag’s, Tap Room,
Duff Layton’s, Bra Necessities,
Twig, Happy Chopstix, Boston
Pizza, East Side Mario’s, YinYang, Rose City Roots, and Brewhouse. Aesthetics Committee
will be addressing the issues of
posting in the forum for special
events, flooding behind the
auxillary building, the “traffic
circle” usage, and placement of
the bike shed. Nana canvassed
for input.
The academic report
was brief, reminding councilors
to use Facebook, and engage
students with Make Your Mondays Pop.
The president congratulated those who attained new
positions, and informed every-

@DagligtaleNews—#LetItOut!

one of the plans for their retreat. He mentioned the success of the volunteer fair in
adding members to the Augustana Volunteer Corp, who will
be “life-bringers” to the ASA.
He needs another student for
the Core Curriculam Committee, and discussed the history
of Founder’s Hall (it used to be
yellow), Council of Faculty Associations, and the open referendum.
There are 1006 students
at Augustana this year, and
each one contributes around
$130 annually. The ASA is a
non-profit organization, and
are putting surplus money towards more events and grants.
There is also a fund in place to
save for an ASA building. This
year we are receiving money
through the Student Engagement Fund, which will go to
extra events and causes like
the After-U program, the ad-

The Dagligtale
Office Hours

“Connections only go so far.
They can be painful.
Especially with the couch.”

Kelly Milne:

“Cafe breakfast bun, you are my reason for
coming to school on a Monday morning.”

Robyn Sheremeta:

The Dagligtale reserves the right to refuse to publish any submissions we deem hateful in nature.

Tuesdays: 3—5 PM
Wednesdays: 2—5 PM

Tuesdays: noon—3 PM
Wednesdays: 1—4 PM

venture dance, and possibly a
hypnotist show. It was noted
that a majority of ASA events
are oriented towards first and
second years, and that is why
the After-U program is so important. Each aspect of the ASA
is divided into four categories
or sub-committees: budget,
agendas, awareness, and activities. New councillors were
asked to consider which they
would like to join. The last item
was the retreat, and Carlo reminded everyone to bring
warm clothes, ensure which
vehicle they are in, and to
meet at “Tim Wendy’s”.
The meeting was adjourned at 7:05, which they
considered late. I assumed it
would at least go until then,
because the board meetings I
attended this summer were a
minimum of two hours.

MAKE YOUR MONDAYS

The ASA is ready
to butter you up!
Venture down to
their office between 2-4 PM for
some delicious
popcorn and discussion.

